The range of cash-handling systems that
automates cash payment procedures, ensuring fairness in calculating change and rest.

YOUR CASH
ALWAYS SAFE

Quick payment
and change

Banknotes dispensing
in bunch up to 15 pcs

Protection
against theft

Compact

No errors nor
cash shortages

Money
check

Integrated solu-

Smart Coin
System

www.ditron.eu

DESIGNED FOR ALL SHOPS

Technical features

bulk coin insertion “smart coin system”
from € 0,01 to €

accepted coins

from € 0,02 to €

maximum delivery
speed

up to 6 coins /sec.
1500 mixed pieces in

cashbox for coin
storage

3L
one by one

BANKNOTES RECYCLE

accepted
banknotes
maximum delivery
speed

from € 5.00 to €

capacity in recycle
cashbox

6-10 banknotes/sec.

up to 15 banknotes simultaneously (bulknote) - 1 banknote / 3 seconds

up to 70 banknotes

up to 180 banknotes

up to 500 banknotes

up to 600 banknotes

Loader/
Additional cash fund

up to 500 banknotes
7" graphic touchscreen

operator display

GENERAL FEATURES

3673 coins

connections

ethernet - USB - RS232

USB
350W/ 100-240 VAC

casing
dimensions (mm)
weight (kg) empty

USB

500W / 100-240 VAC
backup power supply for completion of ongoing operation
painted steel / color: white and black

painted steel / color: black

H54xD47xW35

H59xD43xW4

H69xD43xW4

H59xD55xW5

H87xD49xW58
(adjustable height)

38

55

65

70

75

on board
management
multiple installation
management
platform management
inter. com. through
resful/API protocol
inter. com. through
protocol and ﬁle
exchange, universal
pre-set for management and control
(diagnostics) via the
Internet
on-site / online
software update

OPTIONALS

integrated ﬁscal
printer
installation plate
customizable front
panel

** The images of the products are purely indicative

capacity in recycle

insertion

CONTROL and MANAGEMENT

from € 0,01 to €

*technical specifications are subject to change without notice

COIN RECYCLE

maximum
insertion speed

power supply

EMBEDDED

PLUS

integrated
(min. 4 Pcs.)

SAFEmoney is the ideal solution to ensure an accurate, efﬁcient and safe money
management at the point of sale without errors and guaranteeing it against the risk of
thefts and robberies. The automatic drawer for money management renews the
payment procedures improving the user experience of both the operator

H 54 x D 47 x W 35
The ideal solution for small spaces
The SAFEmoney Compact automatic cash point, is the new cash management frontier that
presents the compartment to integrate the ﬁscal printer inside and the “Smart Coin System” for
fast insertion of coins. The minimal and elegant design and the compact size, thanks to the
compartment designed to integrate the printers of the ditronetwork group, allow it to ﬁt in any
retail environment.

Integrated compartment for
ﬁscal printer
Compact size

Wide front opening for maintenance
“Easy clean” design

Increase the hygiene of the
point of sale

Light feedback

AFFLUENCE: LOW

and the end user.
Without losing contact with the customer, the store is equipped with an immediate and
secure payment management system, with no more queues at the checkout.

H 59 x D 43 x W 43 cm
SafeMoney Advance is the cash-handling solution for the most demanding points of sale, for rapid payment and change operations, bills-changes and daily closings. SAFEmoney Advance is the perfect
automatic cash-point solution for sales outlets with medium turnout, for the safe and quick handling of
payments. In fact, it allows the immediate insertion of all the coins and presents immediate response
times in the change delivery. It is also possible to manage all the payment functions (single or multiple)
and conﬁgure the product from the 7 '' touch screen (or in classic mode connected to a cash register).

Integrated Web service

Integrated UPS to guarantee
completion of ongoing operations
Front door for maintenance
with security lock

“Easy clean” design

Increase the hygiene of the
point of sale
Light feedback

USER FRIENDLY DISPLAY
On board 7’’ touchscreen
graphic display

AFFLUENCE: MEDIUM-HIGH

Unlike many products on the market, SAFEmoney allows the immediate insertion of
all the coins and presents immediate response times in the change delivery.
SAFEmoney allows mixed payments, through vouchers, card readers and cash. It

H 69 x D 43 x W 43 cm
SafeMoney Advance is the cash-handling solution for the most demanding points of sale, for rapid
payment and change operations, bills-changes and daily closings. SAFEmoney Advance Plus is
equipped with a removable coin storage box and the loader, which guarantees the change
even in conditions of high afﬂuence (the loader intervenes to restore the correct amount of
banknotes inside the machine).

Integrated loader

Removable coin storage box with sensor

Front door for maintenance
with security lock
Integrated Web service

Integrated UPS to guarantee
completion of ongoing operations

“Easy clean” design
Increase the hygiene of the
point of sale

Light feedback
- Automatic cash register remote
control and management (LAN) on:
tablet, pc or smartphone

READY TO GO:
Control and management via internet
(inventory, transmission diagnostics,
service commands)

AFFLUENCE: MEDIUM-HIGH

can also be conveniently used for deposits, withdrawals (for example, when paying
suppliers), and bills-changes. The product can be pleasantly customized, thanks to the
front mask on which the logo and the graphics of the point of sale can be shown.

H 59 x D 55 x W 52 cm
SAFEmoney Extreme has been designed to provide all the cash management capabilities as
if it were a real "cash operator" to which are added extra security and additional beneﬁts in
the management of liquidity. SAFEmoney Extreme combines highly engineered technologies
into one easy-to-install system that provides maximum simplicity in payment automation. It is
ideal for high afﬂuence points of saletrafﬁc points, to facilitate faster and safer sales
transactions.

Removable coin storage box
Integrated UPS to guarantee
completion of ongoing operations
Front door for maintenance
with security lock
Integrated Web service

“Easy clean” design

Increase the hygiene of the
point of sale

Light feedback
USER FRIENDLY DISPLAY
On board
7’’ touchscreen
graphic display
- status indicators
- payment management
- maintenance messages
- advertising

AFFLUENCE:
HIGH or MULTIPLE INSTAL-

- Automatic cash register remote
control and management (LAN) on:
tablet, pc or smartphone

Ditron design has committed itself to making the automatic drawer simple in interfacing
with the main management software available on the market today, including XPOS PC,
so that the operator can enjoy the product without any difﬁculty. The driver is unique

EMBEDDED

H 87 x D 49 x W 58 cm

Together with the reliable cash management technology, faster coin management is
added, thanks to its device with dedicated compartments for each coin, which
guarantee immediate response times.

490

Capability to integrate with ﬁscal
and non-ﬁscal printer

700

Capability to install the accessories according to your needs
Increase the hygiene of the
point of sale

adjustable

Integrated Web service
Back door for maintenance with
security lock

Capability to install
the accessories

870

Integrated
scale

1168

AFFLUENCE:
HIGH or MULTIPLE INSTALLATIONS

*

* The design of the counter in
the image is only an example of
how to install the product in the
embedded version.

DESIGNED FOR ALL SHOPS
Always at the point of sale with high-tech solutions, Ditronetwork is the answer that helps you to enhance your
business.Your store can be supported by cutting-edge technology and your work is simpliﬁed by solutions that
speed up the cash point procedures.

YOUR CASH
ALWAYS SAFE

Authorized dealer
Via Antiniana 115 - 80078 Pozzuoli (NA) - Italy
Tel +39 0812428557 - Fax +39 0812428552
commercial@ditron.eu | www.ditron.eu
P.IVA 07291140635
follow us:
Ditron products respect the environment

